


Thank You 
For coming to PennYo's Spring 2023 Concert, 

The Greatest YoMan!
Orphaned, in student loan debt, but ambitious and with a 

mind crammed with imagination and fresh ideas, the Asian- 
American entertainer, PY-Barnum, decided to boost his 
resume by starting the first Premier Chinese A Cappella 

group in the United States. With his high school sweetheart 
(spoiler, they broke up) and other enthusiasts, they filled 

Locust Walk with song. Behold the Greatest YoMan!

President: Jacqueline Wu
Vice President: August Fu

Musical Director: Suzanna Wang
Marketing Concert Managers: Melody Luo & Xiaoshen Ma
Production Concert Managers: Geshi Yeung & Connie Pan

Social Chair: Chris Wun 





TONIGHT'S REPERTOIRE
PART ONE 

Yours x 学不会  Xue Bu Hui -  Conan Gray x JJ Lin
 Soloists: Cuong Nguyen & Melody Luo 

Arranged By: Suzanna Wang
 

The feeling of melancholy is something we love most; nothing more and 
nothing less. This sultry duet combining JJ Lin and Conan Gray weaves 

together the perfect balance of soulful R&B and heartfelt balladry. Through 
their spellbinding poetry, the words that intensify within your heart will pull 

you into a parallel that is deep like the depths of your loneliness. “Never will I 
learn true love and never will I be yours”. The delicate melodies will make you 

shed raw emotion as the layers of soulful harmonies and heartfelt lyrics 
unfold, creating an unforgettable and touching reminder of the pain that 

comes from true love.
 

你的答案 Ni De Da An x Ballet Girl - 阿冗 x Aden Foyer
 Soloists: August Fu & Christopher Wun 

Arranged By: Suzanna Wang
 

nidedaan was first released in china during covid in 2021 and it sparked a 
sense of hope in many people during the difficult times of quarantine. In the 

comment section of the song, people shared their personal stories during 
covid times and encouraged others. The message of this song persists through 
time: when going through hard times, stay strong and remember that you are 

not alone. 
 

The ballet girl sends a similar yet more subtle message. Despite the more 
upbeat edm texture of the song, it talks about a ballet dancer who feels lonely 
and struggles internally despite being graceful on the outside and popular on 

stage.
 
 ⽉半⼩夜曲 Yue Ban Xiao Ye Qu x  눈, 코, 입 Eyes, Nose Lips - 

李克勤 x Taeyang 
 Soloists: Tommy Hu & Jacqueline Wu

Arranged By: Jacqueline Wu
 

⽉半⼩夜曲 is a canto classic by Hacken Lee. The song expresses deep longings 
for an ex-lover. Reminiscing the once-romantic vows and promises of 

everlasting companionship, it mourns the fragility and delusiveness of love
through the symbolism of a lonely and reticent moon. Meshed with it is Eyes, 
Nose, Lips, a Korean pop solo by Taeyang who’s a member of the famous boy 
band BIGBANG. Yet another breakup song, Eyes, Nose, Lips sorrows over the 

lingering touch of a lover that’s now no more than a sorrowful memory.
 



跳海  T i a o  H a i  x  C r e e p  -  告五⼈  x  R a d i o h e a d  
 Soloists: Suzanna Wang & Connie Pan

Arranged By: Suzanna Wang
 

I hate when females listen to radiohead. Theyll never understand what it’s like 
to be a true social reject. A creep. A weirdo. Theyll never understand what its 
like to be italian. Nobody understands me because i call movies ‘films.’ I am 

literally the joker no one understands me
 

B u t  N o t  F o r  M e  x  G o o d b y e  M y  L o v e
 -  C h e t  B a k e r  x  T e r e s a  T e n g

 Soloists: Michael Tu & Xiaoshen Ma 
Arranged By: Michael Tu 

 
Michael- "ya like jazz?"
Suzzy- "uHHHhhhh" 

Michael- "so anyways I started blasting arranging" 
 

There's this really fantastic show called Kids on the Slope - it's about jazz and, 
to me, it's the perfect expression of the joys of making music with other 

people (which is why we're all here). They do a rendition of But Not For Me and 
I've been a fan of jazz (in particular Chet Baker's work) since. Teresa Teng is 
also a classic - she's the music I grew up on, since my parents only had CDs 

from when they were young in China. Her Goodbye My Love / 再⻅我的爱⼈ is 
one of my favorite songs of all time, and Bianca Wu's cover of it just adds an 
incredible additional layer. They are both bittersweet songs, with themes of 

melancholy and love and they fit well together… I put 'em together!
 

INTERMISSION



PART TWO 

⽔星记 Shui Xing Ji x Falling - 郭顶 x Harry Styles
 Soloists: Geshi Yeung & Dante Lokitiyakul 

Arranged By: Suzanna Wang
 

⽔星記 (The Tale of Mercury) is a poignant ballad by Guo Ding that tells 
the story of the planet Mercury, alone and unloved as it orbits the sun. It

uses Mercury’s perpetual distance to the sun as a metaphor for 
unrequited love, the sense of constantly falling towards someone who 
will never return one's feelings. Dante and I sang ⽔星記 together at a 

jamming session and loved its beautiful melody and atmospheric 
background, so we decided to make it a duet. Suzzy suggested we mash

it up with Falling by Harry Styles, in which he laments the loss of a 
relationship, longing for the person who has left him. Not only does the
two blend harmoniously, but the helpless emotional freefall conveyed in

Falling mirrors well the isolation depicted in ⽔星記. Despite the 
melancholic undertones of both songs, we hope that the ending of ⽔星
記 offers a consoling antidote: while it can feel lonely travelling through
the vastness of the universe, at least we will always be in this journey 

together.
 

與你常在  Y u  N i  C h a n g  Z a i  x  S w e e t  C a r o l i n e  
-  E a s o n  C h a n  x  N e i l  D i a m o n d

 Soloist: Justin Ng
Arranged By: Suzanna Wang

"與你常在 (Always with You)" is a Cantonese song by one of the most 
popular Hong Kong singers, Eason Chan. The song is dedicated to a 

musical band, DUO band, that he has performed with for multiple times,
and describes all the little things he enjoys in their journey together. So
for me, this song is dedicated to all the YOs for the past few years. As for
"Sweet Caroline"... Do I need to write a song description for this one? It 
just goes ridiculously well with the Canto song, so hope everyone have 

fun singing or listening to it.
 



K i s s  F r o m  A  R o s e  x  你好快樂N i  H a o  K u a i  L e  
-  S e a l  x  單依純

 Soloist: Sylvia Chen
Arranged By: Christopher Chien & Sylvia Chen

For my last concert in PennYo, I want to sing another song in 6/8. “Kiss from a 
Rose” is a classic. I love Seal's tone, as well as the song's cryptic meaning. I am 

also inspired by Tia Ray's cover of the song (although stylistically very 
different from the original). “你好快乐“ is a song that goes well with the English 

song, and it’s also by my favorite Chinese singer. Shoutout to Chris for this 
amazing arrangement, peace & love

 

⽣命有⼀种绝对 Sheng Ming You Yi Zhong Jue Dui x Imagine 
- Mayday x John Lennon 

 Soloist: Chardonnay Needler
Arranged By:Jacqueline Wu 

Music brings people together. For instance, you coming to this concert — 
regardless if you came for a friend, for the stellar arrangements and blend, or 

maybe cultural reasons. It can also split people apart: every nation needs a 
battle song, all music has social capital. 

 
The naive idealism of “Imagine” and the frank confessions of “⽣命有⼀种绝对” 

combine childish hope with adult reasoning. It’s the college experience: a 
harsh realization that “⽣命有⼀种绝对“ (life does have a certain kind of 

certainty), but we still can “Imagine.” 
 

So whether you’re here to appreciate your fav American pop （e.g. Lady 
Gaga） or Chinese classics （⽉半⼩夜曲), I hope you leave feeling a little more 

curious, a little more “imagine”-ative, and a little more “certain.” 
 

Thank you, Penn, and thank you, every single Yo, for teaching me not only 
music and killer MandoPop but also teamwork, harmony, and how to put on 

the greatest show.
 

https://www.mymusic.net.tw/ux/w/singer/show/1224433


我們的愛 Wo Men De Ai x Always Remember Us This Way 
- F.I.R. x Lady Gaga

 Soloist: Natalie Kung
Arranged By: Suzanna Wang

我們的愛 Wo Men De Ai (Our Love) x Always Remember Us This Way - ⾶ 
兒樂團 F.I.R. x Lady Gaga

Senior Soloist: Natalie Kung
Arranged by: Christopher Chien

 
I fell in love with Always Remember Us This Way when I watched Lady 
Gaga sing it in the film A Star Is Born, so much so that I decided in my 

junior year that this would be my senior solo. I found beauty in the 
simple piano and guitar chords, yet I felt it portrayed such complex 
emotions, perfectly capturing my emotions about leaving Penn and 

PennYo. I poured through my Chinese playlist for a Chinese song that 
would match the soft rock feel of the English song, and finally, chose 我
們的愛, a classic released in 2004 with an orchestral and almost classical
feel. It feels appropriate to be celebrating our love for PennYo and for 
singing. Suzzy says I also sound like Faye from F.I.R. so I guess there's 

that. 
 

To PennYo, thank you for four years of friendship, camaraderie, and 
love. I will always remember us this way, singing onstage and having the

time of our lives 
 

*SENIOR MEDLEY*
 

Soloist: Natalie Kung, Sylvia Chen, Justin Ng, Chardonnay Needler
Arranged By: Suzanna Wang

*LIT SENIORS*



MEET THE YO'S 

Sylvia “PY Barnum” Chen is the star of our show this 
semester, but being in the spotlight is nothing new to 
her. From shining as our resident M&T gal to performing 
her solo at nearly every gig we did last semester, 
Sylvia’s intelligence and singing ability hold PennYo 
together better than PY Barnum ever could… most of 
the time. When she’s not passing skeptical looks 
around the circle when we sing wrong notes, or 
dancing/giggling with her fellow sopranos, she is 
disrupting the entire rehearsal by falling to the ground 
laughing with Geshi. But, our rehearsals would never be 
the same without her. Perhaps her only flaw this 
semester was not taking a Chinese poetry class! Look 
forward to hearing Sylvia’s beautiful senior solo, a 
mash-up of Kiss From A Rose and 你好快乐 before we 
say goodbye to one of our favorite seniors.

Sylvia Chen P.Y. Barnum

Hailing from Bangkok, Thailand, Dante “Philip” 
Lokitiyakul is our iconic Tenor 2 and, frankly, kinda a 
baddie. Mesmerized with his soulful, groovy vocals 
since day one, PennYo has been eternally grateful to 
have Dante with us. Phew, who still remembers the 
chills when we heard him sing Take Me to Church for 
the first time — in Tommy’s words, NO MASTERS OR 
KINGS WHEN THE RITUAL BEGINS JJPENGUIN7 TAKE 
MY LIFE. But Dante is so much more than his amazing 
voice — he navigates casual and deep philosophical 
conversations seamlessly, has the most incredible 
taste in R&B and EDM that help populate our playlists, 
and also cracks the most random jokes and has the 
wittiest humor. Perhaps unbeknownst to him, but we 
truly are a happier family whenever Dante is around, 
and we will always cherish his gentle, genuine 
character. Words can’t describe how happy we are that 
Dante is sub-matriculating and staying with us for an 
extra year. Dante the bioengineer statistician go brrrrr!

Dante Lokitiyakul Phillip Carlyle  



Natalie Kung stands smol in stature, but don't be fooled; she's 
mightier, wiser and more mature than yer average bear. She don't 
fancy chocolate, rather steerin' clear of such confections. Not to 

mention, the lass is a bit of a prodigious learner, kickin' of her days 
as early as 8:30 A.M. by studyin'. She's nutty 'bout quail eggs and a 
right ole geography nerd - though 'tis her own abode she loves the 

most and prefers not to roam.
Whilst not venturin' out much, Natalie still gotta lotta love and 

admiration fer the world around. She sees the world in the minutest 
of details, marvelin' at the beauty of all small things. 

Over time, as Natalie Kung be growin' and learnin', she's found a 
way to stay in the moment. She can keep her focus and attention on 

the tasks at hand, 'ppreciatin' what she has and knowin' what she 
needs to do. She's not a fan of regret, never wantin' to look back 

and think "I shoulda done this or that". But when she needs to take 
a step back, Natalie knows how to relax - curlin' up with a good 

book, listening to her favorite music or watchin' inspiring movies. 
Nothin' wrong with that! What makes Natalie Kung so endearin' is 
her commitment to her passions and her faith in the future. She 

see's it as beautiful and knows that it’ll be a long, exciting journey 
ahead. Sure, she maya be a homebody, but she embarks on this 

journey of life with a smilin' spirit, an open mind and a 
determination to reach the finish line.

 
 

Natalie Kung Charity Barnum



public class Geshi Yeung implements Tenor, CoproductionChair {
      year = senior;
      status = single;
      hobbies = {badminton, hiking, photography};
      character = Zendaya but an acrobat and trapeze artist;
}
while ( <3 ) { 
 

Geshi Yeung Anne Wheeler  

Gesh$$dawg stands out with his brown hair, one easily beats Zendaya’s, with a 
level of brown which exudes innocence but embellished with 1 to 0.618 of 
playfulness. His creativity and dedication as the co-production chair are 
necessary conditions of putting together a great concert; for without him our 
concert film will turn into a divergent sequence that will not come together. 
But him being more than a film production genius to the group, we appreciate 
him for doing small things that mean a lot to us: he uploads rehearsal 
recordings as soon as he gets home from rehearsals, twice every week; he 
checks in with people to see if they are feeling alright after seeing a heated 
conversation; and most importantly, he sees beauty in life and believes in the 
best of everyone. His camera roll is full of the happiest memories of all of us at 
rehearsals, gigs, socials - because he saw those moments and did not want 
them slip away. Sometimes at rehearsals he could just burst out laughing 
without a sign, we wondered why, but we all laughed with him - sometimes joy 
just comes to us so easily.

}

while (true) {

Geshi && PennYo;

}



Justin Ng Lettie Lutz 

Justin “Lettie Lutz” Ng is the slayest of all that have
slayed. As PennYo’s resident graduate student, Justin
哥哥is renowned for not understanding the freshmen’s
young-people lingo — nor their addiction to TikTok —
and is therefore referred to as the ⽼公公 of the crowd.
Nonetheless, he is always supportive of their
endeavors, and they love him for it. Moreover, Ng 叔叔
gives TERRIFIC love advice. Given that he is our only
engaged-YO, he has restored the once diminishing
hope that loyal Chinese men might exist out there.
Always with a smile on his face, Ng 先⽣ never fails to
make rehearsals enjoyable; especially when it’s time to
sing “Sweet Caroline.” (Haaaaands. Touching
haaaaaands). We wish him nothing but happiness and
success as he graduates this coming May and we will
truly miss his smooth, buttery voice, as well as his
occasional British accent.

Chardonnay Needler's monastic journey may have 
ended with her classes and trip to Thailand, and 
unfortunately so has her internet celebrity journey on 
Bilibili as a departing senior (hey she has 43000 views, 
more than all of PennYo's youtube videos combined) . 
Or has it? Life is never certain, but ⽣命中有⼀种绝对 - 
that is you'll find her on weekly pilgrimage to a coffee 
shop far far away from University City. There she tries 
to continue her monastic journey, where she finds time 
to meditate, and imagining a world where there's no 
heaven, no countries, no religion, but a world where 
she shall rise to fame on Bilibili. If you read till this line, 
please contribute to her fame by visiting 
 https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1UP4y1E7PR/ 

Chardonnay Needler Jenny Lind

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1UP4y1E7PR/


Jacqueline Wu Tall Person 

Jackie, president of PennYo, presides over the group
with the gentle authority of someone who’s 9 foot
something, all the while actually being 5 foot nothing.
(This juxtaposition in height shines brightest when you
occasionally see her stand next to Xiaoshen). It has
probably already been said in some older concert bio,
but the more you look at her the more you realize she
looks like a little old lady - she crochets, she struggles
to keep up with the Yos when we’re walking, she’s
occasionally grumpy. With such an image, it’s easy to
forget the sheer work she puts into the group:
scheduling our rehearsals and booking rooms,
organizing events and gigs, lending a helping hand
when other Yos are feeling down, dealing with August,
even taking the time to write the friendly reminders
before each solo training. There’s much much more,
some of which seem like small things, but they all pile
up into quite an effort. If you’re reading this, the writer
hopes you’ll take a moment to appreciate that a good
amount of what you see happening at concert today is
thanks to the tireless efforts she puts into PennYo.
Jackie may look like a small grandma, but she has a
heart and will be matched only by giants.

Xiaoshen, our wonderful marketing co-chair, plays the 
short person in the greatest yoman. Not only does she 
physically elevate the average sop height by 1 standard 
deviation, but she also brightens our mood by bringing 
so much joy to the rest of yos. Other than coming up 
with great marketing memes for Valentine’s day, 
Xiaoshen is also a pro at being Alvin-the-chipmunk 
(easy, just speed up her voice recording by 2x) and 
making small talks (especially with drunk alumusyos at 
post-concert karaokes). Tonight, she will bring us back 
in time to the 1960s with her sweet sweet voice and 
black beret hat.

Xiaoshen Ma Short Person



Cuong Nguyen Conjoined Twin 1 

We're lucky that we didn't do Yotatouille this semester, 
cuz our man Cuong gives a whole new meaning to "LET 
HIM COOK" (iykyk)

Cuong (and Melody) are playing the conjoined twins in 
the Greatest Yoman, which is no surprise, since 
because the two share, among other things, the desire 
to sing the most simp-tastic ballads this side of the 
Schuylkill. 

Upon first glance, you might think Cuong might be 
BTS's secret 8th member, because his voice is 

smooth like butter , and he's got the hair and 
dashing good looks to match. But in reality, he's about 
to have his coronation as PennYo's ballad king - we 
hope you enjoy it 

She’s not the harmony (even if she is sometimes the 
only one in her section who can properly harmonize) 
because even though she can play along, she is equally 
as stellar solo. So, here’s this in the melodic way 
possible: To the melody of Melody’s insane first round 
solo that blew us all away:

Oh Melody you’re insane
Belting so high it’s a game 
How come you can tolerate 
When altos lose their way?
Every day is such a slay 
Even Minions concert day 
All your self you’d sing out, 
“Baby, baby, baby, baby”

Oh Melody ⼩羅霏
只要有你，不吃亏

我只想说让你了解

你对我们多珍贵

累到整夜不能学

Altos⼏乎没机会
⼀定有个⼈ 她
舵⼿，你我，in awe, 满咯

她是谁

Melodayyyy 

Yeah.

Melody Luo Conjoined Twin 2



Connie Pan Tattooed Man

Whether it be handling props for Bloomers or digging 
through the PAC shop, Connie takes on so much as our 
wonderful production chair. Our scriptwriters would 
never be on time if it weren't for Connie threatening to 
haunt them in their sleep (they're already in my dreams 
so it really makes no difference ;) ), and you can bet 
that they'll show up at your door right at the deadline. 
When they're not working on 30-second animations 
(this is a rare occurrence these days) they do enjoy 
baking, making tattoo appointments and making sure 
that everyone eats their daily dose of fruits and 
vegetables. A wild Connie can also be heard on Locust 
Walk screaming the most out-of-pocket shit possible to 
get us tickets, or spotted at Commons/Quaker Kitchen 
taking all the oldies out to dinner on their swipes. Look 
out for their rendition of "Creep" tonight with Suzzy 
and be prepared to be blown away by their insane 
range and stunning voice <3 

Tommy "Chinese Vape Expert" Hu may be on the path 
to permanent lung damage, but his soulful singing 
voice and powerful beatboxing sure make us forget 
that. Showing up to rehearsal with his trusty vape pen 
and his adorable smile, Tommy never fails to bring joy 
and laughter to the PennYo rehearsal room. Between 
threatening to drop PennYo every few months, 
Tommy's presence on Penn's campus is rare indeed -- 
looking anywhere BUT his classes and PennYo 
gatherings is a good first step. In all seriousness, behind 
his cool demeanor and stylish clothing, Tommy is 
extremely sweet once you get to know him. In 
preparation for his duet this semester, Tommy has 
been hard at work practicing his Korean and 
Cantonese. Get ready to be blown away by his 
incredible range and language skills too!

Tommy Hu Chinese Blades Expert



Michael Tu Mother Figure 

Michael “Tiger Mom” Tu is PennYo’s beloved spirit 
animal. A phenomenal classical cellist among many 
other things, he loves bringing meme raps and stunts to 
PennYo concerts. Word has it many in the audience 
have threatened not to come to the show unless 
Michael performs another split on stage. About which 
we shall see. Beyond music and stunts, his performing 
talents also spill out into the art of acting. Semester 
after semester, Michael’s rendition of movie characters 
consistently carries our film productions and brings 
everyone to tears of laughter. Beneath his goofy 
presence and artistic brilliance lies the kindest and 
most friendly heart. One that’s currently very off the 
market. As despite the unstopping persecution from 
our MD’s verbal challenge of his rizz, Michael is one of 
the only happily cuffed members of PennYo and we are 
excited to make this widely known.

As our beloved mighty Vice President, August Yuntong 
Fu is simultaneously both the person in charge of 
enforcing attendance and tracking ticket sales but also 
the person who is never on time or present and sells a... 
negligible amount of tickets. He will maybe respond to 
a Messenger chat once every ten business days, but 
that's only when he's feeling extra sceney and wants to 
be perceived. If we're being honest, he would probably 
rather live under a rock than actually talk to real live 
humans, but somehow still decided to join 200 clubs 
this year and no one understands what he is doing. I 
don't even think August knows what he's doing. Also, he 
randomly got a bike one day because his ass couldn't 
handle walking and since then, legend says he never 
actually wants to use his legs ever again. The only time 
we've seen him walk is when he was late to a gig 
because he fell off said cursed bike and somehow he's 
still going at it with this stupid bike. Anyway, we love 
him a lot I guess (not as much as his fan club groupies 
though!!)

august fu father figure 



Christopher Fun #1 Hater 

From being unable to correctly locate the direction of 
his tooshie during our newbie medley to having too 
much direction as a hot sauce in Boomerang Fu, 
Christopher Wun is Wun to be feared. Don’t even get us 
started on his mastery at Mario Kart. He might really be 
the Wun to beat them all with his tactful swerves and 
cheap roasts. Watching him easily embody the greatest 
Yo-Man’s #1 hater makes you Wun-der how Chris ever 
turned out to be an engineering student. Then again, he 
is the Wun reason why we believe in a certain survey by 
the DP. Although he’s always looked too cool to be a 
minion, the surprisingly #real advices that pop out of
Chris’ mouth are what keeps him near and dear to us. 
Enjoy his performance of The Ballet Girl and Your 
Answer tonight, for Chris does not show his #real and 
#soft side to just any-Wun.

Our fearless musical director Suzanna “PennYo 
Banner” Wang might be a creep and a weirdo, but she’s 
just like an angel, too — Suzzy is one of the most 
incredible people I’ve ever met. Just as PY Barnum 
feared, this group would be lost without our PennYo 
Banner. Suzzy is the backbone of this organization, 
pouring in hours to arrange compositions, lead 
rehearsals, coordinate logistics, and so much more. 
Where does she find the time to do this? She’s already 
on the women’s club volleyball team, and AKPsi’s vice 
president of alumni relations, and a wharton cohort 
leader, and…. I could go on, but I don’t even know the 
extents of Suzzy’s supernatural time-bending world- 
shifting powers. Just to summarize, using the wise 
words of Radiohead / The Voice Kids, Suzzy is so 
fucking special.

Suzanna Wang Banner 



For Connie:
Yo! - Kevin

If Connie was a custard dessert with a clear caramel 
sauce she would be Connie Flan - Eric and Jessie 

For Christopher: 
Let's go Chris!! Sing those notes!!! -Henry

For Michael:
MICHAEL TU IS HIM: HIMMY NEUTRON. MY CSA 
BROTHER IN LIFE. - Bryan

For Justin:
What a performance, Justin! I can't believe anyone 
would stay home doing nothing than listen to this 
beautiful voice. - Yunchae

SHOUTOUTS









“Trust Me, They Don’t Know it Yet, 
But They’re Going To Love You.”

We already do :) 
Jon, Mom and Dad
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AYO PIANO 100

Proud 2 be
dein bro go 
sis you can do
this!
(Even prouder
to be the one
that wrote 
your beatbox
sheet)

Jacqueline, 
加油  
⽀持你

-Mom

⼀直

嘉嘉 睇⾒你⼩時候
演出的舊照⽚ 很感
慨 你⼩時候已經很
善於表演 希望你今
次嘅演出成功 但是
不必太認真盡了⼒
就可以了！
-

 
 

Gran 

Also why am I in this picture
<-

Your brother

Always the cutest, 
always the best! 

-Dad















  
  
  
 

  
 

 

Waddle waddle waddle

Connie Pan ft. Pineapple
bun

Snoot.

Connie!!! You are 
so good at 
singing!!! You’re 
funny and pretty 
and you’re good 
at baking too! You 
are awesome 
Connie you are 
amazing you are 
the best. I’m 
looking forward to 
exploring new 
places and trying 
all different kinds 
of cheeses with 
you :) 

HHH

Puzzles :) Fruit from
your awesome 
mom :) You :))))))

CONNIE YOU 
ARE 
AMAZING 
AHHHHHHHH

HHHHHHHHHH

HHH
 

HHHH

HHHHH



Dear Natalie and PennYo,

Love,
Your super fans

Good show! 



A HUGE THANK YOU TOA HUGE THANK YOU TO
to the following individuals and groups for making this show possibleto the following individuals and groups for making this show possible

PAC
SAC
ACK

Carmen Yam
Angelina Yu

Vikki Xu
Shannon Zheng

Ella Cho
Enne Kim
Tony Zhou

Phoebe Leung
Lydia Bao

Isabella Song
Jesse Zhang
Kevin Zhou

Annenberg Theater staff 
 
 
 

Our wonderful Yolums
And of course, YOU, family, and friends!

 



Connect with us!
 

Facbook: pennyo.a.cappella
Instagram: @pennyoacappella

TikTok: @pennyoacappella
YouTube: PennYo 

WeChat: pennyoacappella


